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Problem 1 (DPLL(LA)) (10 points)Refute the unit lauses x < 7, x0 � x + 1, , x0 � x + 1, x � 5, x0 � 7 viaDPLL(LA) using the Fourier-Motzkin proedure.
Problem 2 (Ordered Resolution) (10 points)Refute the following lause set via ordered resolution using a KBO where allsignature symbols and variables have weight 1 and the preedene is P > Q >R > g > a. As literal ordering use the multiset fAg for eah atom A and themultiset fB;Bg for eah negative literal :B. Seletion is not permitted.P (a; z) (1):Q(z) _ :P (z; a) (2)R(a) (3):R(v) _ Q(g(v)) (4):P (x; g(y)) _ P (g(x); y) (5)
Problem 3 (Orderings) (6 + 6 = 12 points)Part (a) For the following term pairs, �nd if possible a preedene for theLPO suh that the left term gets larger than the right term. If the termsannot be ordered using the LPO, please provide a justi�ation.� f(g(x); h(y)), g(f(h(x); h(y)))� f(f(x; y); g(z)), f(g(z); f(x; y))� g(f(x; y)), g(g(h(x)))Part (b) For the following term pairs, �nd if possible a preedene and weight-ing funtion for the KBO suh that the left term gets larger than the rightterm. If the terms annot be ordered using the KBO, please provide a justi�-ation.� f(f(x; y); g(z)), f(h(z); f(x; h(y)))� f(g(x); h(y)), g(f(h(y); h(x)))� g(f(x; y)), h(g(f(x; x)))
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Problem 4 (Superposition) (16 points)For the following given superposition rule and premise(s), determine the max-imal literal(s) using an LPO with preedene f > g > h > a and ompute oneonlusion if the rule is appliable. If the rule is not appliable at all, justifywhy. Chek ordering restritions a priori (before appliation of the uni�er).No seletion. No self inferenes.� Positive Superposition:g(x) � h(x) _ f(x; y) � h(a) f(x; y) 6� y _ f(g(x); y) � h(y)� Negative Superposition:f(x; y) 6� y _ g(f(x; y)) � h(y) h(x) 6� g(x) _ f(y; z) 6� h(a)� Equality Resolution:g(x) 6� h(x) _ f(y; z) 6� f(a; h(x))� Equality Fatoring:g(f(x; z)) � g(y) _ f(g(z); y) � h(x) _ f(x; y) � y
Problem 5 (Redundany) (10 points)Prove that replaing a lause C _ x 6� t where x does neither our in Cnor in t by the sublause C is an instane of the superposition redundanyriterion.
Problem 6 (Model Constrution) (12 points)Consider an LPO with preedene f > g > h > a > b and ompute R1 forthe following ground lause set. Determine the maximal terms, literal(s) ofthe lauses, put the lauses in asending order and �nally ompute R1.f(g(a); b) � h(a)f(a; b) � b _ f(a; b) � bf(g(a); b) 6� b _ f(h(a); b) � ba 6� bg(a) � h(b) _ g(b) � h(a)
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Problem 7 (Model Properties) (10 points)Prove that for any satis�able, saturated lause set N = N 0 [fx � a _ x � bgthe set T�(;)=R1 has at most two elements.
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